
Supply Info: X-Press it & Printing
Unless otherwise specified, my class projects are printed onto X-Press It
Blending Card. 

X-Press It and Copic Markers are a perfect combination. To date, I’ve not been
able to find a better cardstock for alcohol markers.

Why? It’s all about the surface. X-Press it is an Ultra Smooth cardstock. It’s smoother than 
other cardstocks (even those sold for markers). The glassy surface prevents instant 
absorbtion of ink meaning that the paper stays wet longer. Wet ink blends better than dry 
ink; the extra wet-time you get from X-Press it makes the blending process easier.

I do not require students to use X-Press It but I almost always hear the “WOW!” when they
finally switch.

X-Press It is a double sided product (color on either side) and is widely available online and 
at many small non-chain craft/scrapbooking stores that offer Copic Markers.

I print my digital images using a home-office laser printer. Laser printers use a
heat process to apply toner; toner is Copic safe and these images will not damage 
your marker tips.

For at least a decade, I owned a series of HP Inkjet printers. Not all ink-based 
printers are Copic safe. You will need to test your copies for compatibility. To test, I use an AquaBrush
filled with Copic Colorless Blending Solution. DO NOT USE YOUR 0 MARKER. Print a sample stamp
and let it dry for 30 seconds, then swish on a bit of colorless blender. A Copic safe ink will not bleed,
smudge, or change color.

Heat setting and 24 hour “cure” times are a myth. Neither process chemically alters either the ink 
nor the paper. There is no treatment that can turn an unsafe ink into a safe ink.

My images are delivered to you with gray lines rather than black.

Why? When you color a gray-stamp image, the lines gradually disappear underneath
the layers of ink. This makes for a final product that looks more like a painting.

Black outlines never disappear. Black-stamp images will always have a coloring-book feel to them,
no matter how amazing you color them.
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